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‘CITY OF STARS’ BY LUKAS WORKS

‘DANY’FROM THE
‘QUIETUDE’ COLLECTION

FROM LEFT: ‘DARK SNOW’ BY ERIC HIBELOT, ‘ORNAMENT’ BY GAROUSTE &
BONETTI, ‘COLUMN’ VASE, ‘SQUARE’ LAMP FROM THE ‘HERITAGE’ COLLECTION

Finder’s Keepers
Finder’s Keepers

No-one can predict which of today’s products will become the prized
antiques of tomorrow. But high-quality materials, good design and craftsmanship
normally form a big part of the picture, as all these companies know
Emaux de Longwy As its name suggests, Manufacture des Emaux de Longwy 1798 has been celebrated for its enamels for
over 200 years. Every piece of its earthenware is made entirely by hand and decorated with émaux cloisonnés. This enamel,
composed mainly of crystal powder, comes in over 1,000 colours. These exceptional limited editions created by designers and
contemporary artists (but also re-edited from the workshop’s archives) attract the most demanding collectors, who glory in Longwy’s
exquisite quality. The whole collection can be rediscovered in the company’s new showroom at 122 Rue de Grenelle, 75007 Paris,
the exclusive address that collectors can’t stop themselves returning to. Ring 00 33 3 82 24 30 94, or visit emauxdelongwy.com.
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‘VERSAILLES’ SCONCE

‘BIRDS OF PARADISE’
FREESTANDING TUB FILLER

‘INFINITY’ LIGHT
‘VERSAILLES’ EXPOSED SHOWER SYSTEM
WITH ROCK-CRYSTAL HANDLES

‘VERSAILLES’ CEILING
MOUNTED SHOWER

TOP: ‘FANTASY’ LIGHT.
ABOVE: ‘CURIOSITY’ LIGHT

‘BIRDS OF PARADISE’
BATHROOM ART CANISTER
‘ELEMENTARY’ LIGHT

AAE

and eighths of circles into innumerable combinations. Winner of the best architectural light at the last NYC Design Awards,

‘BIRDS OF PARADISE’ TAP

‘VERSAILLES’
BASIN MIXER WITH ROCKCRYSTAL HANDLES

Volevatch Following the traditions of Louis XVI and Art Nouveau design in the 18th century, Volevatch takes pride in the art
of ornamentation. Each piece is delicately handmade by master craftsmen in its Normandy workshops and pairs contemporary
functionality with unique detailing. Bronze frameworks are the base to 24ct-gold or silver plating that is sculpted and engraved
with exquisite designs, from winding leaves and acorns to intricate motifs. One collection takes inspiration from the exuberant
Marie-Antoinette: the gilded range in her name highlights the superiority of French ornamental art and the authenticity of this
reimagined heritage. For more information, or to request a copy of the catalogue, ring 00 33 1 55 78 22 47, or visit volevatch.fr.
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BRONZE CLOCK WITH
CHERUB AND GLOBE

TOP: LEDOUX-INSPIRED DECOR.
ABOVE: PERCIER & FONTAINEINSPIRED DECOR

BRONZE CHANDELIER BEING
INSTALLED IN A PARIS CHURCH

DIAMOND LIGHT AND
RAINDROP CHANDELIER

Arte has been in Le Marais for over 70 years, and in that time has become every interior designer’s favourite Paris address for
bespoke designs and innovative techniques in bronze antiques, contemporary decorative pieces and, most importantly, lighting.
ing the bronze décors of a monumental staircase. Arte’s mounting and gilding workshops, which are unique in Paris, are versatile
and can accommodate projects not just in France but also abroad: during one of its more recent commissions, the team created
a four-metre-wide Art Deco chandelier for a London town house, complete with gilded bronze and rock crystals. In 2016, Arte
was honoured to receive the prestigious Entreprise du Patrimoine Vivant label, which recognises the company’s commitment to
preserving living heritage and transmitting French savoir-faire. Ring 00 33 1 48 87 27 23, or visit arte-paris.com.

EMPIRE–STYLE PAINTED AND CARVED
‘A L’ETRUSQUE’ BOISERIE BY PERCIER & FONTAINE

CRAFTSMAN APPLYING
TRADITIONAL GILDING

Féau & Cie Founded in 1875, Féau & Cie collaborated with outstanding architects of the time to build prestigious residences.
The international reputation of the house has been based on producing perfect reconstructions of ancient panelling, able to atInspiration is drawn from a collection of over 120 complete
historic room boiseries, which include striking pieces by famous architects, as well as several thousand documents that guide
its dedicated craftsmen in recreating the most prestigious décors. A team of exceptional French artisans respect traditional
standards of quality and precision, be it sculpting wood and plaster, painting or gilding. Féau & Cie promotes creative flexibility:
combining elements of different décors and original designs inspired by antique drawings to fit the exact layout of clients’ rooms
as well as presenting a variety of materials and finishes to suit all tastes. Ring 00 33 1 47 63 60 60, or visit feauboiserie.fr.

